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Abstract 40 
The secondary cell walls of tracheary elements and fibers are rich in cellulose microfibrils that are 41 
helically oriented and laterally aggregated. Support cells within the leaf midribs of mosses deposit 42 
cellulose-rich secondary cell walls, but their biosynthesis and microfibril organization have not been 43 
examined. Although the Cellulose Synthase (CESA) gene families of mosses and seed plants diversified 44 
independently, CESA knockout analysis in the moss Physcomitrella patens revealed parallels in CESA 45 
functional specialization of Arabidopsis and P. patens, with roles for both sub-functionalization and neo-46 
functionalization. The similarities include regulatory uncoupling of the CESAs that synthesize primary 47 
and secondary cell walls, a requirement for two or more functionally distinct CESA isoforms for 48 
secondary cell wall synthesis, interchangeability of some primary and secondary CESAs, and some CESA 49 
redundancy. The cellulose-deficient midribs of ppcesa3/8 knockouts provided negative controls for 50 
structural characterization of stereid secondary cell walls in wild type P. patens. Sum frequency 51 
generation spectra collected from midribs were consistent with cellulose microfibril aggregation, and 52 
polarization microscopy revealed helical microfibril orientation only in wild type leaves. Thus, stereid 53 
secondary walls are structurally distinct from primary cell walls, and they share structural characteristics 54 
with the secondary walls of tracheary elements and fibers. We propose a mechanism for convergent 55 
evolution of secondary walls in which deposition of aggregated and helically oriented microfibrils is 56 
coupled to rapid and highly localized cellulose synthesis enabled by regulatory uncoupling from primary 57 
wall synthesis. 58 
Introduction 59 
In vascular plants, cellulose is a major component of both primary cell walls that are deposited during cell 60 
expansion and secondary cell walls that are deposited after expansion has ceased (Carpita and McCann 61 
2000). Secondary cell walls of water-conducting tracheary elements and supportive fibers are rich in 62 
cellulose with microfibrils arranged in helices that vary in angle according to developmental stage and 63 
environmental conditions (Barnett and Bonham 2004). Secondary cell wall microfibrils are also more 64 
aggregated than those of primary cell walls (Donaldson 2007; Fernandes et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2014). 65 
Recently, Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) spectroscopy has been used to compare the mesoscale 66 
structure of cellulose microfibrils in primary and secondary cell walls. Both high cellulose content and 67 
microfibril aggregation contribute to a strong secondary cell wall signature in SFG spectra of mature 68 
angiosperm tissues (Barnette et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2014; Park et al. 2013).  69 
Cellulose microfibrils are synthesized by cellulose synthase (CESA) proteins that function together as 70 
cellulose synthesis complexes (CSCs) in the plasma membrane (Delmer 1999; Kimura et al. 1999). 71 
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Recent analyses of CSC and microfibril structure indicate that the rosette CSCs of land plants most likely 72 
contain 18 CESA subunits (Fernandes et al. 2011; Jarvis 2013; Newman et al. 2013; Nixon et al. 2016; 73 
Oehme et al. 2015; Thomas et al. 2014; Vandavasi et al. 2016) in a 1:1:1 ratio (Gonneau et al. 2014; Hill 74 
et al. 2014). Seed plants have six phylogenetic and functional classes of CESA proteins, three required for 75 
primary cell wall synthesis (Desprez et al. 2007; Persson et al. 2007) and three required for synthesis of 76 
the lignified secondary cell walls of tracheary elements and fibers (Taylor et al. 2003). Mutation of any of 77 
the secondary CESAs results in a distinctive irregular xylem phenotype characterized by collapsed xylem 78 
tracheary elements and weak stems (Taylor et al. 2004). The secondary cell wall CESAs of Arabidopsis 79 
are regulated by master regulator NAC domain transcription factors that also activate genes required for 80 
the synthesis of other secondary cell wall components, such as xylan and lignin (Schuetz et al. 2013; 81 
Yang and Wang 2016; Zhong and Ye 2015). 82 
The moss Physcomitrella patens  (Hedw.) B. S. G. has seven CESA genes (Goss et al. 2012; Roberts and 83 
Bushoven 2007). Phylogenetic analysis has revealed that the P. patens CESAs do not cluster with the six 84 
CESA clades shared by seed plants (Roberts and Bushoven 2007). Like other mosses, P. patens lacks the 85 
lignified secondary cell walls that are characteristic of vascular plant tracheary elements and fibers. 86 
However, mosses do have support cells (stereids) with thick unlignifed cell walls (Kenrick and Crane 87 
1997) and water-conducting cells (hydroids) that have thin cell walls and undergo programmed cell death 88 
like tracheary elements (Hebant 1977). Although the stereid cell walls of P. patens are known to contain 89 
cellulose (Berry et al. 2016), the mesoscale structure has not been examined. Only one of the seven P. 90 
patens CESAs has been characterized functionally. When PpCESA5 was disrupted, gametophore buds 91 
failed to develop into leafy gametophores, instead forming irregular cell clumps. The associated 92 
disruption of cell expansion and cell division are consistent with an underlying defect in primary cell wall 93 
deposition (Goss et al. 2012). Recently it was shown that PpCESA3 expression is regulated by the NAC 94 
transcription factor PpVNS7, along with thickening of stereid cell walls (Xu et al. 2014). 95 
Here we show that PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 function in the deposition of stereid cell walls in the 96 
gametophore leaf midribs of P. patens and are sub-functionalized with respect to PpCESA5. We also used 97 
polarization microscopy and SFG to reveal similarities in the mesoscale organization of the microfibrils 98 
synthesized by PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 and those in the secondary cell walls of vascular plants. Finally, 99 
we propose a mechanism through which uncoupling of primary and secondary CESA regulation played a 100 
role in independent evolution of secondary cell walls with aggregated, helically arranged cellulose 101 
microfibrils in the moss and seed plant lineages. 102 
 103 
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Results 104 
PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 function in secondary cell wall deposition 105 
Cellulose synthase genes PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 were independently knocked out by homologous 106 
recombination in an effort to examine their roles in development and cell wall biosynthesis in P. patens. 107 
Stable antibiotic resistant lines generated by transforming wild type P. patens with CESA3KO or 108 
CESA8KO vectors were tested for integration of the vector and deletion of the target gene by PCR (Fig. 109 
S1). Integration was verified for five ppcesa8KO lines recovered from two different transformations, line 110 
8KO5B from a transformation of the GD06 wild type line and lines 8KO4C, 8KO5C, 8KO7C and 111 
8KO10C from a transformation of the GD11 wild type line (Fig. S1). Integration was verified for three 112 
ppcesa3KO lines recovered from a single transformation of GD11 and three double ppcesa3/8KO lines 113 
recovered from a single transformation of the ppcesa8KO5B line with the CESA3KO vector (Fig. S1). 114 
The GD06 and GD11 lines are from independent selfings of the same haploid wild type line, as described 115 
in Materials and Methods.  116 
The colonies that developed from wild type and KOs consisted of protonemal filaments and leafy 117 
gametophores (Fig. 1). Whereas wild type, ppcesa3KO, and ppcesa8KO gametophores grew vertically, 118 
the gametophores on ppcesa3/8KO colonies were unable to support themselves and adopted a horizontal 119 
orientation. Superficially ppcesa3/8KO colonies appeared to produce fewer gametophores (Fig. 1), but 120 
dissection revealed similar numbers of horizontal gametophores that had been overgrown by protonemal 121 
filaments. Thus, PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 are not required for gametophore initiation or morphogenesis, 122 
but they appear to contribute to structural support. 123 
When examined with polarized light microscopy, the wild type gametophore leaves exhibited strong cell 124 
wall birefringence in the midribs and margins (Fig. 1). In contrast, the leaves produced by ppcesa3/8KOs 125 
lacked strong birefringence in these cells, consistent with reduced crystalline cellulose content. The 126 
ppcesa3KO leaves appeared similar to wild type leaves (Fig. 1) and ppcesa8KO leaves had an 127 
intermediate phenotype. Staining with the fluorescent cellulose binding dye Pontamine Fast Scarlet (S4B) 128 
(Anderson et al. 2010) produced similar results with strong fluorescence in the midribs of wild type and 129 
ppcesa3KO leaves, weak fluorescence in ppcesa3/8KO leaves, and intermediate fluorescence in 130 
ppcesa8KO leaves (Fig. 1).  131 
Cellulose Binding Module (CBM) 3a provides a third method for detecting cellulose and can be used to 132 
probe thin sections (Blake et al. 2006). In sections from fully expanded wild type leaves, the walls of the 133 
lamina cells were labeled relatively weakly with CBM3a, whereas the thickened cell walls of the central 134 
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midrib and bundle sheath cells were strongly labeled (Fig. 1). The same was true for ppcesa3KO leaves. 135 
However, midrib and bundle sheath cell labeling was nearly absent in ppcesa3/8KO and diminished in 136 
ppcesa8KO (Fig. 1) compared to wild type and ppcesa3KO. Differential interference contrast microscopy 137 
of the same sections showed enhanced contrast in wild type and ppcesa3KO midribs (Fig. 1). Partial cell 138 
collapse occurred during embedding in ppcesa3/8KO leaves (Fig. 1).  139 
The cellulose content of the leaf midribs in wild type and single and double ppcesaKO mutants was 140 
quantified by measuring the intensity of S4B fluorescence. Statistical analysis confirmed that the S4B 141 
fluorescence was significantly reduced in double KOs, but not in ppcesa3KOs (Fig. 2). The intermediate 142 
phenotype of the ppcesa8KOs was confirmed and shown to be significantly different from both wild type 143 
and the double KOs (Fig. 2). Updegraff analysis showed that cellulose content of cell walls from whole 144 
ppcesa3/8KO gametophores (mean±S.E. of three genetic lines = 33.8±0.034%) was reduced significantly 145 
(p = 0.004) compared to wild type (GD06, mean±S.E. of three independent cultures = 60.1±0.030%). 146 
To confirm that the observed ppcesa3/8KO phenotype was due to the absence of PpCESA3 and 147 
PpCESA8, the selection cassette was removed from ppcesa3/8KO-86 by Cre-mediated recombination of 148 
flanking lox-p sites (Vidali et al. 2010) to allow transformation with vectors that drive expression of 149 
PpCESA3 or PpCESA8 with their native promoters (Fig. S2). Stable antibiotic resistant lines selected for 150 
the presence of numerous erect gametophores were examined with polarization microscopy (Fig. S2). For 151 
the transformation with proCESA8::CESA8, 13 lines were examined, 6 of these had strong midrib 152 
birefringence, and the first 3 were used for further analysis. For the transformation with 153 
proCESA3::CESA3, the first three lines examined had strong midrib birefringence and were used for 154 
further analysis. S4B staining confirmed that expression of PpCESA8 or PpCESA3 rescued the defects in 155 
cellulose deposition in the leaf midribs of the double ppcesa3/8KO (Fig. 2). Lines from the 156 
transformation with proCESA8::CESA8 were expected to be restored to the wild type phenotype because 157 
ppcesa3KO, which also expresses PpCESA8 under control of the PpCESA8 promoter, showed no defects 158 
in cellulose deposition in the leaf midrib. All three proCESA8::CESA8 lines had significantly stronger 159 
S4B fluorescence than ppcesa8KO. This demonstrates substantial restoration of the phenotype, although 160 
fluorescence was still significantly weaker than the wild type (Fig. 2). Two lines from a transformation 161 
with proCESA3::CESA3 (3R29 and 3R52) were not significantly different from ppcesa8KO-5B, which is 162 
expected since they both lack PpCESA8 and express PpCESA3 under control of the PpCESA3 promoter. 163 
In the third line (3R45) fluorescence was restored to wild type levels (Fig. 2). Y-axis scales differ 164 
between experiments due to the use of different exposure time settings. 165 
 166 
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Secondary cell wall microfibrils are helically oriented and laterally aggregated 167 
A first order retardation plate was used with polarized light microscopy to determine the optical sign, and 168 
thus the cellulose microfibril orientation, of wild type and ppcesa3/8KO midrib cell walls (Fig. 3). In 169 
mature wild type leaves, the larger bundle sheath-like cells that surround the central stereids showed blue 170 
addition colors when oriented parallel to the major axis of the plate and yellow subtraction colors when 171 
oriented perpendicular to the major axis (Fig. 3), indicating that the net orientation of positively 172 
birefringent cellulose microfibrils is longitudinal. In contrast, the walls of the smaller central stereids were 173 
colorless when oriented parallel or perpendicular to the major axis (Fig. 3). However, when oriented at 174 
45o to the retardation plate, these cells showed alternating bands of blue and yellow (Fig. 3), indicating 175 
that the microfibrils in their walls are helical with an angle near 45o. The central midrib cells of 176 
developing wild type leaves showed a transition from colorless to blue to yellow along the apical to basal 177 
developmental gradient when the midrib was oriented parallel to the major axis of the plate (Fig. 3). This 178 
indicates that the microfibril orientation changes from transverse to longitudinal and then to helical as the 179 
cells mature. In contrast, the central midrib stereids of mature ppcesa3/8KO leaves had blue addition 180 
colors when oriented parallel to the major axis, yellow subtraction colors when oriented perpendicular to 181 
the major axis, and no interference color when oriented at 45o to the retardation plate indicating that 182 
microfibrils are longitudinal, rather than helical. Developing ppcesa3/8KO leaves had no longitudinal 183 
gradient in interference colors (Fig. 3). 184 
The walls of midrib cells were examined by transmission electron microscopy in ultrathin sections of 185 
chemically fixed gametophore leaves. Despite the reduced cellulose content detected by other means, the 186 
walls of midrib cells were thickened compared to walls of adjacent lamina cells in all ppcesaKOs, as well 187 
as wild type leaves (Fig. 4). When we attempted to prepare specimens by high pressure freezing and 188 
freeze-substitution, the leaves fractured in a plane parallel to the midrib. This resulted in a loss of midrib 189 
cells and precluded examination of midrib cell walls in these specimens. We were able to examine the 190 
lamina and margin cells of freeze-substituted leaves in wild type and two lines of each mutant. The walls 191 
of these cells appeared similar between wild type, and single and double ppcesaKOs (Fig. S3). However, 192 
measurements revealed that lamina cell external walls, i.e. those facing the external environment, were 193 
thinner in ppcesaKOs (Fig. S4). 194 
The mesoscale organization of cellulose in the midribs of wild type, ppcesa3/8KO, and ppcesa8KO 195 
leaves was examined using a broadband SFG microscope (Lee et al. 2016). Because it detects only non-196 
centrosymmetric ordering of functional groups, SFG provides a means of analyzing cellulose in intact cell 197 
walls with relatively little interference from matrix components (Barnette et al. 2011). For each genotype, 198 
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full SFG spectra collected from three different locations along the midribs of each of three different 199 
leaves were averaged (Fig. 5). The sampling depth of the SFG microscope for cellulosic samples is 20-25 200 
μm (Lee et al. 2016). Given that the thickness of turgid leaves is about 50-60 μm at the midrib and that 201 
they likely collapse to less than half their thickness when dried, we conclude that most of the leaf 202 
thickness contributes to the SFG signal. In spectra collected from the wild type, a strong peak at 2944 cm-203 
1, which is characteristic of secondary cell walls, was observed in the CH/CH2 stretch region along with a 204 
3320 cm-1 peak in the OH stretch region. In contrast, the spectra collected from ppcesa3/8KO and 205 
ppcesa8KO midribs had weaker peak intensity overall with a broad CH/CH2 stretch peak centered around 206 
2910 cm-1. Compared to ppcesa3/8KO, the spectra from ppcesa8KO midribs had a weak signal at 2963 207 
cm-1 that was absent in spectra collected from ppcesa3/8KO midribs. A scan across a wild type leaf shows 208 
that the 2944 cm-1 signal is associated with the midrib and was not observed in the cells of the lamina 209 
(Fig. 5). Equivalent scans of ppcesa3/8KO and ppcesa8KO leaves confirm the absence of a strong 2944 210 
cm-1 peak from the midribs of these mutants (Fig. 5). 211 
PpCESA proteins are functionally specialized 212 
Based on the ppcesa3KO, ppcesa8KO, and ppcesa3/8KO phenotypes, PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 appear to 213 
be partially redundant. To determine whether the relative strengths of these phenotypes are related to gene 214 
expression levels, we used reverse transcription quantitative PCR to measure the expression of PpCESA3 215 
and PpCESA8 in the wild type and mutants. In the ppcesa3KOs, PpCESA8 was significantly upregulated 216 
compared to wild type (Fig. 6), providing a possible explanation for the lack of a mutant phenotype in 217 
these lines. In contrast, PpCESA3 was not significantly upregulated in the ppcesa8KOs compared to wild 218 
type, potentially explaining the intermediate phenotype in these mutants. 219 
ppcesa3KOs, ppcesa8KOs and ppcesa3/8KOs were tested for changes in rhizoid and caulonema 220 
development to determine whether developmental defects were restricted to the gametophores. When 221 
cultured on medium containing auxin, all lines produced the expected leafless gametophores with 222 
numerous rhizoids (Fig. S5), indicating no defects in rhizoid development in any of the KOs. Caulonema 223 
produced by colonies grown in the dark on vertically oriented plates were all negatively gravitropic (Fig. 224 
S6). Although appearance of the caulonema varied among experiments, those produced by KOs were 225 
always similar to control wild type within the same experiment. Caulonemal length was not significantly 226 
different between ppcesa3/8KOs and wild type (Table 1). 227 
To determine whether other PpCESAs are functionally interchangeable with PpCESA3 and PpCESA8, 228 
we tested for rescue of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox by various PpCESAs driven by the PpCESA8 promoter. 229 
Polarization microscopy screening of at least 21 and up to 27 stably transformed lines for each vector 230 
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revealed little or no midrib birefringence for the proCESA8::CESA4, proCESA8::CESA7 and 231 
proCESA8::CESA10 lines and moderate to strong midrib birefringence for 92% and 78% of the 232 
proCESA8::CESA3 and proCESA8::CESA5 lines, respectively. Quantitative analysis of S4B staining 233 
(Fig. 7) confirmed that the ppcesa3/8KO phenotype was partially rescued by proCESA8::CESA3 (3 out of 234 
3 lines) and proCESA8::CESA5 (2 out of 3 lines) as we observed for proCESA8::CESA8 (Fig. 2). 235 
However, the proCESA8::CESA4, proCESA8::CESA7 and proCESA8::CESA10 vectors showed no 236 
rescue (Fig. 7). Western blot analysis confirmed that PpCESA proteins were expressed in all lines except 237 
proCESA8::CESA4-11 and  proCESA8::CESA5-7 (Fig. S7). PpCESA6 differs from PpCESA7 by only 2 238 
amino acids and was not tested. Although expressed with the same promoter, protein accumulation varies 239 
among the different transgenic lines (Fig. S7). Similar differences in protein accumulation may also 240 
explain variation in the extent of rescue by the proCESA3::CESA3 and proCESA8::CESA8 vector (Fig. 241 
2).  242 
Finally, we examined ppcesa4/10KOs and ppcesa6/7KOs produced for another study to determine 243 
whether they phenocopy the ppcesa3/8KO phenotype. Genotype verification for these lines is presented 244 
in Fig. S8 and Fig. S9. The ppcesa4/10KOs showed slight, but significant reduction in midrib S4B 245 
fluorescence. However, for ppcesa6/7KOs the reduction was substantial and significant (Fig. 7), showing 246 
the PpCESA6/7 and PpCESA3/8 have non-redundant roles in secondary cell wall deposition in leaf 247 
midrib cells. 248 
Discussion 249 
PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 function redundantly in cellulose deposition in stereid secondary cell 250 
walls.  251 
Targeted knockout of PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 blocked deposition of cellulose in the thick walls of 252 
stereid cells as indicated by 1) reduction of the strong birefringence associated with the midribs in 253 
ppcesa3/8KOs, 2) reduction in the midrib fluorescence of ppcesa3/8KO leaves stained with S4B, 3) lack 254 
of CBM3a labeling of sections from ppcesa3/8KO leaf midribs (Fig. 1), and 4) reduction in ppcesa3/8KO 255 
gametophore cell wall cellulose content as measured by Updegraff assay. Evidence that knockout of 256 
PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 is responsible for the observed phenotype includes consistency of the phenotype 257 
in three independent KOs and restoration of cellulose deposition in the midribs by transformation of 258 
ppcesa3/8KO with vectors driving expression of PpCESA3 or PpCESA8 (Fig. 2). Whereas we detected 259 
no reduction in midrib cellulose in ppcesa3KO, the phenotypes of ppcesa8KOs were intermediate 260 
between wild type and ppcesa3/8KO (Fig. 2). This, combined with the observations that only PpCESA8 is 261 
up-regulated to compensate for loss of its paralog (Fig. 6) and expression of PpCESA3 under control of 262 
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its native promoter only partially restores the wild type phenotype (Fig. 2), are consistent with the 263 
hypothesis that the PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 proteins are functionally interchangeable and that a dosage 264 
effect is responsible for the ppcesa8KO phenotype. The formation of morphologically normal 265 
gametophores in ppcesa3/8KOs (Fig. 1) indicates that PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 serve a different role in 266 
development than PpCESA5, which supports normal cell division and cell expansion required for 267 
gametophore development (Goss et al. 2012). It is possible that PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 contribute to 268 
primary cell wall deposition since ppcesa3/8KO lamina cells had thinner external walls (Fig. S4) and 269 
tended to collapse during embedding (Fig. 1). Alternatively, PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 may contribute to 270 
secondary thickening of lamina cell walls after they stop expanding. 271 
CESA evolution in both P. patens and Arabidopsis involve sub-functionalization and neo-272 
functionalization. 273 
There are many parallels in the evolution of the P. patens and Arabidopsis CESA families. In both 274 
species, different CESAs are responsible for primary and secondary cell wall deposition. In Arabidopsis, 275 
the secondary CESAs are AtCESA4, -7 and -8 (Taylor et al. 2003) and primary CESAs are AtCESA1,-3, 276 
and members of the 6-like group (Desprez et al. 2007; Persson et al. 2007). In P. patens, midrib 277 
secondary cell wall synthesis involves PpCESA3, -6, -7 and -8, whereas gametophore primary cell wall 278 
synthesis requires PpCESA5 (Goss et al. 2012). At least some primary CESAs can substitute for 279 
secondary CESAs and vice versa in both species. In Arabidopsis, AtCESA3pro::AtCESA7 partially 280 
rescues atcesa3, and AtCESA8pro::AtCESA1 partially rescues atcesa8 (Carroll et al. 2012). In P. patens, 281 
PpCESA8pro::PpCESA5 rescues ppcesa3/8KO. This indicates that the CESA division of labor for 282 
primary and secondary cell wall deposition in vascular plants and mosses is due at least in part to sub-283 
functionalization. However, neo-functionalization has also occurred in both species, resulting in the 284 
requirement for two or more non-interchangeable CESA isoforms for secondary cell wall biosynthesis. In 285 
Arabidopsis, atcesa4, atcesa7, and atcesa8 null mutants share a phenotype (Taylor et al. 2000) that 286 
cannot be complemented by expressing one of the other secondary AtCESAs with the promoter for the 287 
missing isoform (Kumar et al. 2016). Likewise in P. patens, ppcesa3/8KO and ppcesa6/7KO share the 288 
same phenotype and ppcesa3/8KO is not complemented by PpCESA8pro::PpCESA7. Studies are ongoing 289 
to determine whether the secondary PpCESAs physically interact to form a CSC, as has been shown for 290 
the secondary AtCESAs (Taylor et al. 2003; Timmers et al. 2009). Finally, the CESA families of both 291 
species show some redundancy. In Arabidopsis the 6-like CESAs (AtCESA2, -5, -6 and -9) are partially 292 
redundant (Persson et al. 2007), as are PpCESA3 and -8 in P. patens. PpCESA6 and -7 differ by only 293 
three amino acids and the genes that encode them appear to be redundant (Wise et al. 2011). 294 
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A recent study has shown that secondary cell wall deposition, including CESA expression, is regulated by 295 
NAC transcription factors in both P. patens and Arabidopsis (Xu et al. 2014). Three P. patens NAC 296 
genes, PpVNS1, PpVNS6, and PpVNS7, were preferentially expressed in leaf midribs and 297 
ppvns1/ppvns6/ppvns7KOs were defective in stereid development. Overexpression of PpVNS7 activated 298 
PpCESA3 (Xu et al. 2014). Phylogenetic analyses of NACs place eight PpVNS proteins within the clade 299 
that has variously been named subfamily NAC-c (Shen et al. 2009), subfamily Ic (Zhu et al. 2012), or the 300 
VNS group (Xu et al. 2014), and also includes the Arabidopsis vascular-related NACs VND6 301 
(ANAC101), VND7 (ANA030), NST1 (ANAC043), NST2 (ANAC066) and NST3/SND1 (ANAC012). 302 
However, the three PpVNS genes that regulate stereid development cluster with five other P. patens genes 303 
implicated in other processes, whereas the angiosperm genes cluster in clades that include members from 304 
divergent species (Xu et al. 2014). This is similar to CESA phylogenies, in which P. patens proteins are 305 
excluded from the clades that comprise each of the six functionally distinct seed plant CESAs (Kumar et 306 
al. 2016; Roberts and Bushoven 2007; Yin et al. 2009) and indicates that CESA sub-functionalization 307 
occurred independently in mosses and seed plants. 308 
Secondary cell wall microfibrillar texture is similar in mosses and vascular plants. 309 
In vascular plants, both water conducting tracheary elements and supportive fibers are characterized by 310 
helical (Barnett and Bonham 2004) and aggregated (Donaldson 2007; Fernandes et al. 2011; Thomas et 311 
al. 2014) cellulose microfibrils. The midribs of P. patens leaves include hydroid cells that transport water 312 
and stereid cells that provide support, but only the stereids have thick cell walls (Xu et al. 2014). With 313 
highly reduced cellulose in their stereid secondary cell walls, ppcesa3/8KOs provided a negative control 314 
for structural characterization of secondary cell walls in wild type P. patens. A sharp SFG CH/CH2 stretch 315 
peak at 2944 cm-1 is characteristic of angiosperm secondary cell walls (Park et al. 2013) and extensive 316 
empirical testing has shown that this spectral feature is attributable to lateral microfibril aggregation (Lee 317 
et al. 2014). The 2944 cm-1 peak was also present in SFG spectra of wild type P. patens midribs. In 318 
contrast, the spectra of ppcesa3/8KO leaf midribs lacked the 2944 cm-1 peak and instead had a broad peak 319 
between 2800 and 3000 cm-1, which is characteristic of primary cell walls and other samples lacking 320 
aggregated microfibrils (Lee et al. 2014; Park et al. 2013). This suggests that lateral aggregation of 321 
microfibrils is a common feature of the secondary cell walls of moss stereids and vascular plant tracheary 322 
elements and fibers. Polarization microscopy with a first order retardation plate revealed that the 323 
microfibrils in the stereid cell walls are deposited in a helical pattern, as observed in secondary cell walls 324 
of tracheary elements and fibers (Barnett and Bonham 2004). Although deficient in cellulose, the stereid 325 
cell walls of ppcesa3/8KOs were thickened, indicating that secondary cell wall synthesis involves 326 
deposition of non-cellulosic components, which proceeded in the absence of cellulose deposition. This 327 
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has also been observed in developing tracheary elements treated with cellulose synthesis inhibitors 328 
(Taylor et al. 1992). Thus, stereid cell walls share structural characteristics with the cell walls of tracheary 329 
elements and fibers. 330 
Mosses and vascular plants have acquired similar secondary cell walls through convergent 331 
evolution. 332 
Thick, cellulose-rich secondary cell walls provide added support for aerial organs of mosses and vascular 333 
plants alike. Within these cell walls, the lateral aggregation and helical orientation of the microfibrils 334 
contributes to their strength and resiliency. Although cortical microtubules play an important role in 335 
cellulose microfibril orientation, oriented cellulose deposition can occur in the absence of cortical 336 
microtubules, and it has previously been suggested that aggregation and helical orientation of microfibrils 337 
in secondary walls is a consequence of high CSC density during rapid cellulose deposition (Emons and 338 
Mulder 2000; Lindeboom et al. 2008). Regulation at the level of CSC secretion was emphasized in this 339 
model (Emons and Mulder 2000), but CSC density can potentially be regulated at the level of 340 
transcription.  341 
Rapid cellulose synthesis during secondary cell wall deposition in specific cell types requires precise 342 
temporal and spatial regulation of CESA expression that is distinct from the regulatory requirements for 343 
primary cell wall synthesis. We suggest that these distinct regulatory needs were met through the 344 
evolution of independent regulatory control of primary and secondary CESAs by sub-functionalization in 345 
both mosses and seed plants. In seed plants, phylogenetic analysis shows that the first divergence of the 346 
CESA family separated the genes that encode the primary and secondary CESAs and was followed by 347 
independent diversification within each group (Roberts et al. 2012). This, along with evidence that some 348 
primary CESAs are interchangeable with secondary CESAs (Carroll et al. 2012), indicates that sub-349 
functionalization was an early event in the evolution of the seed plant CESA family. In P. patens, the 350 
genes that encode secondary PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 and primary PpCESA5 are also sub-functionalized 351 
and therefore specialized, although they encode interchangeable proteins.  352 
Several lines of evidence indicate that the capacity to deposit a secondary cell wall evolved independently 353 
in mosses and seed plants. Structural and paleobotanical evidence suggests that the support and water-354 
conducting cells of bryophytes and vascular plants are not homologous (Carafa et al. 2005; Ligrone et al. 355 
2002). Phylogenetic evidence indicates that the primary and secondary CESAs diversified independently 356 
in mosses and seed plants (Kumar et al. 2016; Roberts and Bushoven 2007; Yin et al. 2009) and, as 357 
explained above, so did the NAC transcription factors that regulate the secondary CESAs. There are even 358 
examples of convergent evolution of secondary cell walls within the angiosperm lineage. Cotton fiber 359 
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secondary cell walls are synthesized by the same CESAs that are responsible for secondary cell wall 360 
deposition in tracheary elements and fibers (Haigler et al. 2012), whereas the secondary cell walls of 361 
epidermal trichomes are synthesized by the primary CESAs (Betancur et al. 2011). These observations are 362 
consistent with independent evolutionary origins for secondary cell walls in different land plant lineages 363 
and different cell types within angiosperm lineages. 364 
Taken together, these data indicate that CESA duplication, followed by adoption of regulatory elements 365 
within the secondary CESA promoters that enable control by NAC transcription factors, occurred 366 
independently in mosses and vascular plants. The resulting uncoupling of the secondary CESAs from the 367 
regulatory constraints associated with primary cell wall deposition, along with a mechanistic linkage 368 
between CESA expression and microfibril texture as well as selection for strength and resiliency, may 369 
have contributed to the capacity of different plants to synthesize cellulose-rich secondary cell walls with 370 
similar microfibrillar textures.  371 
Materials and methods 372 
Vector construction 373 
All primer pairs are shown in Table S1, along with annealing temperatures used for PCR. Amplification 374 
programs for Taq Polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) consisted of a 3 min 375 
denaturation at 94°C; 35 cycles of 15 s at 94°C, 30 s at the annealing temperature, and 1 min/kbp at 72°C. 376 
Amplification programs for Phusion Polymerase (New England Biolabs) consisted of a 30 s denaturation 377 
at 98°C; 35 cycles of 7 s at 98°C, 7 s at the annealing temperature, and 30 s/kbp at 72°C.  378 
To construct the CESA8KO vector, a 3’ homologous region was amplified from P. patens genomic DNA 379 
with primers 174JB and 193JB using Taq DNA polymerase, cut with Sal1 and BspD1, and cloned into the 380 
SalI/BstBI site of pBHSNR (gift of Didier Schaefer, University of Neuchâtel). The resulting plasmid was 381 
cut with KasI and NsiI to accept the KasI/NsiI fragment of a 5’ homologous region amplified from P. 382 
patens genomic DNA with primers 203JB and 185JB (Table S1). The CESA8KO vector was cut with 383 
EcoRI and NsiI for transformation into wild type P. patens. The CESA3KO, CESA4KO, CESA6/7KO, 384 
and CESA10KO vectors were constructed using Gateway Multisite Pro cloning (Invitrogen, Grand 385 
Island, NY, USA) as described previously (Roberts et al. 2011). Flanking sequences 5’ and 3’ of the 386 
coding regions were amplified with appropriate primer pairs (Table S1) using Phusion DNA polymerase 387 
(New England Biolabs) and cloned into pDONR 221 P1-P4 and pDONR 221 P3-P2, respectively, using 388 
BP Clonase II (Invitrogen). Similarly, an nph selection cassette was amplified from pMBL6 (gift of Jesse 389 
Machuka, University of Leeds) cloned into pDONR 221 P3r-P4r. All entry clones were sequence-390 
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verified. For vectors conferring hygromycin resistance, entry clones with flanking sequences in pDONR 391 
221 P1-P4 and pDONR 221 P3-P2 were inserted into BHSNRG (Roberts et al. 2011). For vectors 392 
conferring G418 resistance, entry clones with flanking sequences in pDONR 221 P1-P4 and pDONR 221 393 
P3-P2 were linked with the entry clone containing the nph selection cassette and inserted into pGEM-gate 394 
(Vidali et al. 2009) using LR Clonase II Plus (Invitrogen). The vectors in BHSNRG or pGEM-gate were 395 
cut with BsrGI for transformation into wild type or mutant P. patens lines.   396 
Expression vectors for HA-tagged PpCESAs under control of PpCESA promoters were constructed using 397 
Gateway Multisite Pro cloning (Invitrogen). The PpCESA4 (DQ902545), PpCESA5 (DQ902546), 398 
PpCESA7 (DQ160224) and PpCESA8 (DQ902549) coding sequences were amplified from cDNA clones 399 
pdp21409, pdp24095, pdp38142 and pdp39044 (RIKEN BioResource Center, Tsukuba, Ibaraki JP), 400 
respectively, using forward primers containing a single hemagglutinin (HA) tag and appropriate reverse 401 
primers (Table S1) and cloned into pDONR 221 P5-P2 using BP Clonase II (Invitrogen). The PpCESA3 402 
(XP_001753310) and PpCESA10 (XP_001776974) coding sequences were similarly amplified from 403 
expression vectors. pDONR 221 P1-P5r entry clones containing approximately 2 kB of sequence 404 
upstream of the PpCESA3 or PpCESA8 start codon (Tran and Roberts 2016), were linked to the sequence 405 
verified entry clones containing the HA-PpCESA coding sequences and inserted into pSi3(TH)GW (Tran 406 
and Roberts 2016) using LR Clonase II Plus (Invitrogen). These vectors target the expression cassettes to 407 
the intergenic 108 locus, which can be disrupted with no effect on phenotype (Schaefer and Zryd 1997). 408 
Rescue vectors were cut with SwaI for transformation into a P. patens ppcesa3/8KO line from which the 409 
hph resistance cassette had been removed (see below).   410 
Culture and transformation of P. patens 411 
Wild type P. patens lines (haploid) derived from the sequenced Gransden strain (Rensing et al. 2008) by 412 
selfing and propagation from a single spore in 2006 (GD06) or 2011 (GD11) were gifts of Pierre-Francois 413 
Perroud, Washington University. Wild type and transformed P. patens lines were cultured on basal 414 
medium supplemented with ammonium tartrate (BCDAT) as described previously (Roberts et al. 2011). 415 
Protoplasts were prepared and transformed as described previously (Roberts et al. 2011). Stable 416 
transformants were selected with 50 μg mL-1 G418 (CESA3KO vector) or 15 μg mL-1 hygromycin 417 
(CESA8KO and complementation vectors). The hph selection cassette was removed from 418 
ppces3/ppcesa8KO by transforming protoplasts with NLS-Cre-Zeo (Vidali et al. 2010) selecting for 7 d 419 
on BCDAT plates containing 50 μg mL-1 zeocin, replica plating zeocin resistant colonies on BCDAT with 420 
and without 15 μg mL-1 hygromycin, and recovering hygromycin-sensitive colonies. Protein expression 421 
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was tested by western blot analysis as described previously (Scavuzzo-Duggan et al. 2015) in selected 422 
lines transformed with HA-PpCESA expression vectors. 423 
Genotype analysis 424 
For PCR screening, DNA was extracted as described previously (Roberts et al. 2011) and 2.5 μL samples 425 
were subjected to 35 cycles of amplification (45 s at 94°C, 45 s at the annealing temperature shown in 426 
Table S1, 1 min/kbp at 72°C) with PAQ5000 DNA polymerase (Agilent Technologies, 427 
http://www.home.agilent.com/) in 25 μL reactions. Primers used to test for target integration, target-gene 428 
disruption, and selection cassette excision are listed in Table S1. 429 
Phenotype analysis 430 
Cell wall birefringence of unfixed leaves mounted in water was examined using an Olympus BHS 431 
compound microscope with D Plan-Apo UV 10X/0.4, 20X/0.7, and 40X/0.85 objectives, and polarizer 432 
and circular-polarizing analyzer, with and without a first order retardation plate (Olympus, Center Valley, 433 
PA, USA). Images were captured with a Leica DFC310FX digital camera with Leica Application Suite 434 
software, version 4.2.0 (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) with manual exposure under 435 
identical conditions.  436 
For direct fluorescent labeling of cellulose, whole gametophores (3 per line) dissected from colonies 437 
grown for four weeks on solid BCDAT medium were dipped in 100% acetone for 5 sec to permeabilize 438 
the cuticle, rinsed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), incubated in PBS containing 0.01 mg/ml S4B 439 
(Anderson et al. 2010) for 30 min, and rinsed in PBS. All fully expanded leaves (12-20) were cut from 440 
each gametophore and mounted in PBS. Fluorescence images of each leaf, centered on the brightest part 441 
of the midrib, were captured using a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 with 43HE DsRed filter set, Plan-Neofluar 442 
20X/0.5 objective, AxioCam MR R3 camera, and Zen Blue software, version 1.1.2.0 (Carl Zeiss 443 
Microscopy, Jena, Germany) under identical conditions using manual exposure. The midrib in each image 444 
was selected manually (Fig. S10) and average pixel intensity was measured using ImageJ, Fiji version 445 
(Schindelin et al. 2012). For comparison of KOs to the wild type, three independent lines of each KO 446 
genotype (n=3) and two independent wild type lines (GD06 and GD11, n=2) were sampled in triplicate. 447 
For analysis of rescue lines, three independent explants were sampled for each genetic line (n=3). 448 
For affinity cytochemistry of cellulose, gametophores dissected from colonies grown for two weeks on 449 
BCDAT medium were fixed and embedded in LR White resin (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA, USA) 450 
as described previously (Kulkarni et al. 2012). Sections (1 μm) were mounted and labeled with CBM3a as 451 
described previously (Berry et al. 2016). Images were captured with a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 with 38 452 
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Green Fluorescent Protein filter set, EC Plan-Neofluar 40X/0.75 objective, AxioCam MR R3 camera, and 453 
Zen Blue software, version 1.1.2.0 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy) under identical conditions using manual 454 
exposure. Fluorescence and polarization images were not altered after capture. Bright field and 455 
differential interference contrast images were captured using automatic exposure and some images used 456 
for illustrative purposes were adjusted for uniformity using the color balance and exposure functions in 457 
Photoshop, version CS6 (Adobe Systems, San Jose CA, USA).  458 
ppcesa3KOs, ppcesa8KOs, and ppcesa3/8KOs were tested for changes in caulonema gravitropism and 459 
rhizoid development as described previously (Roberts et al. 2011). Images were captured using a Leica 460 
M165FC stereomicroscope with Leica DFC310FX camera and Leica Application Suite software, version 461 
4.2.0 (Leica Microsystems Inc.). Caulonema length for each colony was measured as the distance from 462 
the edge of the colony to tip of the longest caulonema filament using Leica Application Suite software. 463 
Cell wall analysis 464 
Alcohol insoluble residue (AIR) was prepared from gametophores dissected from 8-10 4-week-old 465 
explants of P. patens wild type (three samples from independent cultures) and ppcesa3/8KO (samples 466 
from three independent lines) cultured on BCDAT medium. Tissue was ground in liquid nitrogen and 467 
extracted three times, 30 min each, with 70% (v/v) ethanol and once with 100% ethanol and the residue 468 
was dried under vacuum. The AIR (~1 mg) was weighed to 0.001 mg and mixed with 1 mL of acetic 469 
acid:water:nitric acid (8:2:1, v/v) in screw-cap vials and the suspension was heated in a boiling water bath 470 
for 30 min (Updegraff 1969). After cooling, the tubes were centrifuged at 16,900 x g for 5 min and the 471 
supernatant discarded. The pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of deionized water, centrifuged, and the 472 
supernatant was discarded.  The washing step was repeated at least 10 more times until the supernatant 473 
was neutralized and the pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of water. The amount of cellulose remaining after 474 
hydrolysis was quantified by sulfuric acid assay (Albalasmeh et al. 2013) with glucose as the standard. 475 
Briefly, 100 µL of hydrolysate (six technical replicates per sample) was diluted to 1 mL with water in a 476 
glass tube, 3 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid was added, and samples were vortexed for 30 s and chilled 477 
on ice for 2 min. Reactions were measured at 315 nm against a reagent blank.  478 
High pressure freezing-freeze substitution and transmission electron microscopy 479 
Gametophytes of P. patens GD06 and PpCESAKOs were high pressure-frozen using a Leica EMPACT2 480 
high pressure freezer (Leica Microsystems, Inc.) followed by freeze-substitution in 0.1% uranyl acetate in 481 
acetone for 48 h at -90oC before the temperature was ramped up slowly to -50oC (Wilson and Bacic 482 
2012).  The samples were rinsed with acetone twice at -50
o
C before the acetone was replaced with ethanol 483 
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and the samples were subsequently infiltrated with LR White resin (ProSciTech Pty. Ltd., Thuringowa 484 
Central QLD Australia) in a series of ethanol/resin dilutions.  The samples were rinsed three times in 485 
100% resin before polymerization with UV light at -20oC for 48 h.  Thin sections (70 nm) were cut using 486 
a Leica Ultracut R (Leica Microsystems, Inc.) and post-stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate 487 
(Wilson and Bacic 2012).  Images were taken using a Tecnai G2 Spirit transmission electron microscope 488 
(FEI, Hillsboro, OR USA).  Cell wall thickness was measured using ImageJ, Fiji version (Schindelin et al. 489 
2012). 490 
Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were also cut from blocks prepared for affinity cytochemistry (see above), 491 
mounted on Formvar coated copper grids, and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate (Wilson and 492 
Bacic 2012). Sections were imaged using a FEI/Phillips CM-200 transmission electron microscope (FEI).  493 
Sum Frequency Generation spectroscopy 494 
Leaves of wild type GD06, 8KO-5B, and 3/8KO-86 lines were mounted abaxial side down in water on 495 
glass slides and allowed to air-dry overnight. SFG spectra were collected 5 µm intervals along a 200 µm 496 
line scan perpendicular to the midrib at its thickest point using an SFG microscope system described 497 
previously (Lee et al. 2016). The SFG spectra were collected with the following polarization combination: 498 
SFG signal = s-, 800 nm = s-, and broadband mid-IR = p-polarized with the laser incidence plane and the 499 
laser incidence plane aligned along the axis of midrib. 500 
Reverse transcription quantitative PCR 501 
RNA was extracted from gametophores from two independent wild type and three independent lines each 502 
of ppcesa3KO and ppcesa8KO as described previously (Tran and Roberts 2016). cDNA samples were 503 
tested in duplicate as described previously using primer pairs for amplification of PpCESA3 and 504 
PpCESA8. The primers have been previously tested for specificity and efficiency (Tran and Roberts 505 
2016). Primers for actin and v-Type H+translocating pyrophosphatase reference genes were described 506 
previously (Le Bail et al. 2013). Target/average reference cross point ratios were calculated for each 507 
sample and standard errors were calculated for independent genetic lines.  508 
Statistical analysis 509 
For statistical analysis, one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc Tukey Honest Significant 510 
Difference (HSD) test was performed at astatsa.com/OneWay_Anova_with_TukeyHSD/.  511 
 512 
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Supplemental Materials 513 
Table S1. Primers used for vector construction and genotype analysis. 514 
Fig. S1. Genotype analysis of ppcesa8, ppcesa3 and ppcesa3/8 KO lines. 515 
Fig. S2: Phenotype analysis of a ppcesa3/8 double KO line transformed with vectors driving expression 516 
of PpCESA3 or PpCESA8 with their native promoters.  517 
Fig. S3. Transmission electron microscopy images of leaf cell walls from wild type and cesaKO lines of 518 
P. patens. 519 
Fig. S4. Thickness of outer cell walls measured from transmission electron microscopy images.  520 
Fig. S5:  P. patens wild type and KO lines cultured on medium containing 1 μM naphthalene acetic acid 521 
(auxin) to induce rhizoid initiation and inhibit leaf initiation. 522 
Fig. S6:  P. patens wild type and KO lines cultured in the dark on vertically oriented plates containing 523 
medium supplemented with 35 mM sucrose to test for caulonema gravitropism. 524 
Fig. S7. Western blot analysis of protein expression for P. patens lines derived from transformation of 525 
ppcesa3/8KO-86lox with vectors driving expression of PpCESAs under control of the PpCESA8 526 
promoter. 527 
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Tables 544 
Table 1.  Caulonema length for wild type and ppcesa3/8KOs grown on vertical plates in the dark. Data 545 
are from two independent experiments (n=2). ANOVA analysis showed no significant differences 546 
between genetic lines.  547 
Genetic line Caulonema length 
(mm) 
Standard Error 
WT GD06 4.69 0.50 
ppcesaA3/8KO-43 5.70 0.87 
ppcesaA3/8KO-57 4.51 1.14 
ppcesaA3/8KO-86 5.69 0.47 
 548 
  549 
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Figure legends 550 
Figure 1: Phenotypes of ppcesa3/8KO, ppcesa3KO and ppcesa8KO compared to wild type 551 
Physcomitrella patens. (A-D) Colony morphology is similar in wild type, ppcesa3KOs and ppcesa8KOs; 552 
horizontal growth is typical of gametophores produced by ppcesa3/8KO (arrowheads). (E-H) Polarized 553 
light microscopy of leaves shows that the midribs of wild type and ppcesa3KO are highly birefringent. 554 
The midribs of ppcesa3/8KO leaves have low birefringence and ppcesa8KO leaves have moderate 555 
birefringence. (I-L) Fluorescence microscopy of leaves stained with S4B shows strong fluorescence in the 556 
midribs of wild type and ppcesa3KO, low fluorescence in the midribs of ppcesa3/8KO leaves and 557 
intermediate fluorescence in the midribs of ppcesa8KO leaves. (M-P) Differential interference contrast 558 
microscopy of sections through the midribs of maturing leaves (L=lamina cell, *=bundle sheath cell). In 559 
wild type and ppcesa3KO, the walls of bundle sheath cells and the stereid cells they surround show 560 
enhanced contrast due to higher refractive index. (Q-T) Fluorescence microscopy of the same sections 561 
shown in M-P labeled with CBM3a. The bundle sheath and stereid cells of wild type and ppcesa3KO 562 
leaves are strongly labeled, whereas labeling is weak in ppcesa3/8KO and intermediate in ppcesa8KO 563 
leaves. 564 
Figure 2: Quantitative analysis of S4B fluorescence intensity in leaf midribs of P. patens wild type, 565 
ppcesaKO, and rescue lines. (A) Fluorescence was significantly weaker in ppcesa3/8KOs compared to 566 
wild type (WT). ppcesa3KOs were not significantly different from wild type, whereas ppcesa8KOs were 567 
intermediate between the wild type and ppcesa3/8KOs and significantly different from both. For each 568 
mutant genotype, three independent genetic lines were sampled in triplicate. Two independent wild type 569 
lines (GD06 and GD11) were sampled in triplicate. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for three 570 
mutant (n=3) or two wild type (n=2) lines. Genotypes with different letters are significantly different. (B) 571 
Lines derived from transformation of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox with proCESA8::CESA8 (8R) had significantly 572 
higher fluorescence compared to the parent double KO line and ppcesa8KO, but significantly less than 573 
WT. (C) Lines derived from transformation of ppcesa3/8-86lox with proCESA3::CESA3 (3R) had 574 
significantly higher fluorescence compared to the parent double KO line (except 3R29) and were not 575 
significantly different from either ppcesa8KO lines (3R29 and 3R52) or WT (3R45). For B and C, three 576 
independent explants were sampled for each genetic line. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for 577 
three explants from the same line (n=3 or n=2 (WT, 3/8KO, 8KO in C)). 578 
Figure 3: Polarized light microscopy with first order retardation plate. Double pointed arrow indicates the 579 
vibration direction of the major axis. (A-C) Midrib of a mature wild type leaf oriented parallel, 580 
perpendicular, and at 45
o
 to the major axis of the retardation plate. Bundle sheath cells (*) flank the 581 
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central midrib. (D) Midrib of a developing wild type leaf oriented parallel to the major axis of the 582 
retardation plate showing change in microfibril orientations through the basal (b), medial (m), and apical 583 
(a) regions of the midrib. (E-G) Midrib of a mature ppcesa3/8KO leaf oriented parallel, perpendicular, 584 
and at 45o to the major axis of the retardation plate. (H) Midrib of a developing ppcesa3/8KO leaf 585 
oriented parallel to the major axis of the retardation plate showing no change in microfibril orientation 586 
through the basal, medial, and apical regions of the leaf. Bar in A is also for B-C and E-G and bar in D is 587 
also for H. 588 
Figure 4: Transmission electron microscopy images of leaf midribs of P. patens showing adjacent cells 589 
with primary cell walls (PW) and secondary cell walls (SW) in (A) wild type, and (B-D) mutant leaves. 590 
Figure 5: Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) spectroscopy of P. patens leaves. (A) Full SFG spectra 591 
collected from leaf midribs (each is the average of nine spectra, from three different positions on each of 592 
three different leaves). A strong peak in the C-H stretch region (2944 cm-1) is present in spectra from wild 593 
type (WT), greatly diminished in spectra from ppcesa8KO (8KO), and absent in spectra from 594 
ppcesa3/8KO (3/8KO). (B) P. patens wild type, ppcesa8KO, and ppcesa3/8KO leaves with SFG scan 595 
trajectories traversing the midribs. Step size was 5 μm/step. SFG spectra were collected from 2850 to 596 
3150 cm-1, covering the entire CH region. (C) 2D projection image of SFG spectra collected across the 597 
midribs of each leaf shown in B. Each column in each image is an entire spectrum collected from one 598 
point plotted against displacement along the scan trajectory. Colors indicate SFG intensity as shown in 599 
the legend.  600 
Figure 6: RT-qPCR analysis of PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 expression in wild type, ppcesa3KOs and 601 
ppcesa8KOs. Target/average reference cross point ratios (using actin and v-Type H+translocating 602 
pyrophosphatase reference genes) were determined for three independent lines of each mutant (3KO-5, -603 
35, -126; 8KO-5B, -4C, -10C; and 3/8KO-43, -57, -86) and two independent wild type lines (GD06 and 604 
GD11) with two technical replicates each. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for the three 605 
mutant (n=3) or two wild type (n=2) lines. 606 
Figure 7: Quantitative analysis of S4B fluorescence intensity in leaf midribs. (A,B) Wild type (WT), 607 
ppcesa3/8KO-86lox, and ppcesa3/8KO-86lox transformed with proCESA8::CESA expression vectors. 608 
For each rescue genotype, three independent genetic lines were sampled in triplicate and measured with 6 609 
samples of wild type (GD06) and 8 samples of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox. (A) For lines derived from 610 
transformation of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox with proCESA8::CESA3 (8pro:3R), proCESA8::CESA7 (pro8:7R), 611 
and proCESA8::CESA10 (pro8:10R) genotypes, the three independent lines did not differ significantly 612 
and were combined. proCESA8::CESA7 and proCESA8::CESA10 lines did not differ significantly from 613 
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the parent double KO line (p > 0.05), whereas proCESA8::CESA3 lines had significantly higher 614 
fluorescence compared to the parent double KO line, but significantly less than WT (p < 0.05). Bars 615 
indicate the standard error of the mean for three independent lines. Genotypes with different letters are 616 
significantly different. (B) For lines derived from transformation of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox with 617 
proCESA8::CESA5 (pro8:5R) and proCESA8::CESA4 (pro8:4R), the three independent lines were 618 
significantly different and were analyzed separately. proCESA8::CESA5 (5R) lines were not significantly 619 
different from the wild type (p > 0.05), except for 5R7, which was not significantly different from 620 
ppcesa3/8KO-86lox (p > 0.05). proCESA8::CESA5 lines did not differ significantly from ppcesa3/8KO-621 
86lox (p > 0.05). Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for three gametophores from the same line 622 
(n=3). Lines with different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05. (C) Mid rib fluorescence was 623 
slightly, but significantly reduced in cesa4/10KO compared to wild type (p = 0.037). Reduction in midrib 624 
fluorescence in cesa6/7KO was substantial and highly significant (p = 0.0011). Bars indicate the standard 625 
error of the mean for three independent mutant lines or 3 replicates of wild type (n=3). 626 
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Figure 2: Quantitative analysis of S4B fluorescence intensity in leaf midribs of P. patens wild type, ppcesaKO, and rescue lines. (A) 
Fluorescence was significantly weaker in ppcesa3/8KOs compared to wild type (WT). ppcesa3KOs were not significantly different from 
wild type, whereas ppcesa8KOs were intermediate between the wild type and ppcesa3/8KOs and significantly different from both. For 
each mutant genotype, three independent genetic lines were sampled in triplicate. Two independent wild type lines (GD06 and GD11) were 
sampled in triplicate. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for three mutant (n=3) or two wild type (n=2) lines. Genotypes with 
different letters are significantly different. (B) Lines derived from transformation of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox with proCESA8::CESA8 (8R) had 
significantly higher fluorescence compared to the parent double KO line and ppcesa8KO, but significantly less than WT. (C) Lines derived 
from transformation of ppcesa3/8-86lox with proCESA3::CESA3 (3R) had significantly higher fluorescence compared to the parent double 
KO line (except 3R29) and were not significantly different from either ppcesa8KO lines (3R29 and 3R52) or WT (3R45). For B and C, 
three independent explants were sampled for each genetic line. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for three explants from the 
same line (n=3 or n=2 (WT, 3/8KO, 8KO in C)).  
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Figure 5: Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) spectroscopy of P. patens leaves. (A) Full SFG spectra collected from leaf midribs (each is the average of nine spectra, from three different positions on 
each of three different leaves). A strong peak in the C-H stretch region (2944 cm-1) is present in spectra from wild type (WT), greatly diminished in spectra from ppcesa8KO (8KO), and absent in 
spectra from ppcesa3/8KO (3/8KO). (B) P. patens wild type, ppcesa8KO, and ppcesa3/8KO leaves with SFG scan trajectories traversing the midribs. Step size was 5 μm/step. SFG spectra were 
collected from 2850 to 3150 cm-1, covering the entire CH region. (C) 2D projection image of SFG spectra collected across the midribs of each leaf shown in B. Each column in each image is an 
entire spectrum collected from one point plotted against displacement along the scan trajectory. Colors indicate SFG intensity as shown in the legend.  
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Figure 6: RT-qPCR analysis of PpCESA3 and PpCESA8 
expression in wild type, ppcesa3KOs and ppcesa8KOs. 
Target/average reference cross point ratios (using actin 
and v-Type H+translocating pyrophosphatase reference 
genes) were determined for three independent lines of 
each mutant (3KO-5, -35, -126; 8KO-5B, -4C, -10C; 
and 3/8KO-43, -57, -86) and two independent wild type 
lines (GD06 and GD11) with two technical replicates 
each. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for 
the three mutant (n=3) or two wild type (n=2) lines. 
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Figure 7: Quantitative analysis of S4B fluorescence intensity in leaf midribs. (A,B) Wild type (WT), ppcesa3/8KO-86lox, and 
ppcesa3/8KO-86lox transformed with proCESA8::CESA expression vectors. For each rescue genotype, three independent genetic lines 
were sampled in triplicate and measured with 6 samples of wild type (GD06) and 8 samples of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox. (A) For lines derived 
from transformation of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox with proCESA8::CESA3 (8pro:3R), proCESA8::CESA7 (pro8:7R), and proCESA8::CESA10
(pro8:10R) genotypes, the three independent lines did not differ significantly and were combined. proCESA8::CESA7 and 
proCESA8::CESA10 lines did not differ significantly from the parent double KO line (p > 0.05), whereas proCESA8::CESA3 lines had 
significantly higher fluorescence compared to the parent double KO line, but significantly less than WT (p < 0.05). Bars indicate the 
standard error of the mean for three independent lines. Genotypes with different letters are significantly different. (B) For lines derived 
from transformation of ppcesa3/8KO-86lox with proCESA8::CESA5 (pro8:5R) and proCESA8::CESA4 (pro8:4R), the three independent 
lines were significantly different and were analyzed separately. proCESA8::CESA5 (5R) lines were not significantly different from the wild 
type (p > 0.05), except for 5R7, which was not significantly different from ppcesa3/8KO-86lox (p > 0.05). proCESA8::CESA5 lines did not 
differ significantly from ppcesa3/8KO-86lox (p > 0.05). Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for three gametophores from the same 
line (n=3). Lines with different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05. (C) Mid rib fluorescence was slightly, but significantly reduced 
in cesa4/10KO compared to wild type (p = 0.037). Reduction in midrib fluorescence in cesa6/7KO was substantial and highly significant (p
= 0.0011). Bars indicate the standard error of the mean for three independent mutant lines or 3 replicates of wild type (n=3). 
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